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1. Give two guys (one younger, one older) a serious make-over 
2. Get three people to build something ambitious  
3. Write three more extraordinary tasks 
4. Beautify the perimeter of the stage 
5. Get three audience members to write a task 
6. Ask forgiveness for something you feel guilty about 
7. Relive your favorite childhood memory 
8. Attach yourself to the person nearest to you as he/she performs his/her task 
9. Make a fort 
10. Involve five audience members to do something together for five minutes 
11. Make a statement on the floor 
12. Find the person who you think is the least like you and have a conversation about love (five – ten 
minutes) 
13. Give a tour of UPH 
14. Write a song and get three to five people to perform it 
15. Braid someones hair 
16. Build a large structure 
17. Tie together the legs of two people and insist they continue with their tasks 
18. Expand the stage by a little 
19. Randomly select three pieces of writing. Have five people read the first paragraphs simultaneously 
(space it out so you each end at the same time) 
20. Expand the stage by two feet 
21. Make a yoga mat and find yourself in a yoga pose and breath five full breaths 
22. Fly with arms wide around the circumference of the stage 
23. Sit on the bottom step read something and write how it made you feel 
24. Repair holes in the stage and draw something on the ripped part. 
25. Free someone 
26. Hop around the room three times singing the French national anthem  
27. Make a friend 
28. Wrap someone in toilet paper 
29. Walk up to someone you don’t know and sing the first song that comes into your head 
30. Pile ten boxes on top of each other 
31. Laugh maniacally 
32. Organize a band 
33. Slide down the banister 
34. Make the ugliest face you can think of and hold it for three full minutes 
35. Make a beat 
36. Act like a monkey 
37. Suction yourself to the most beautiful person in the room 
38. Run around balcony three times 
39. One of the primroses on the table looks unwell. Figure out what it needs and give it to it. 
40. Change the CD 
41. Display your name or a name of your choice on your person and on five others 
42. Stand still with your hands on top of your head for two minutes 
43. Spin around two times 



44. Tip toe as if you want no one to see you and hide for a while 
45. Sing a song to two people you don’t know 
46. Tape the wrists of six other participants together and circle the stage 
47. Create a country 
48. Free all the people taped together 
49. Write a limerick and hang it on a chair 
50. Make a sculpture with clothes pins 
51. Camouflage yourself to anything around  
52. Walk the length of the playing space blind, ask for help if you need it 
53. Make it rain 
54. Make someone feel comfortable 
55. Put this friendship bracelet on a new friend 
56. Scream silently, use your whole body 
57. Build a suit of armor 
58. Draw on someone 
59. Stretch for ten minutes see if you can create and name some new yoga pose 
60. Find and read the book Charlie Malarky and the Belly-butua-mach-he then go around saying “moop” 
to people  
61. Make a star 
62. Take a nap with tin foil on your head 
63. Give someone a sobriety test 
64. Do a self-portrait 
65. Make a call, sell a house 
66. Draw plaid on the whole stair 
67. Take down a building someone else has made 
68. Pick a second task, why not? 
69. Find the hypnotist, give him the most obscure robot you can configure 
70. Make a fort next to the other one and battle for fort dominance  
71. Turn off all the music, and turn on what you want to hear 
72. Find the heartiest prop and hoist it up somewhere high 
73. Have four people walk in circles together and end up jumping and one shout ou 
74. Copy what is in bracelets onto a new task and follow instructions. Write down something nobody 
knows about you, place it in the new task box then place this in the completed task box (I was nervous 
about coming today) 
75. Write your aspirations on the toilet paper that the mummy man is wearing 
76. Call this number and ask one burning question you have 607-267-5380 
77. Paint five smiley faces and give them away 
78. Dress like a princess 
79. Make a new shirt and wear it 
80. Get a group of five people together and each tell a joke 
81. Dance to a CD that is playing 
82. Create a small structure from bricks in the right front of the room 
83. Find out how many innies and how many outies (as in belly buttons) there are (25 innies, no outies) 
84. Find Patrick, ask what he is doing 
85. Quack an entire conversation 
86. Make someone a beautiful hat 
87. Wrap someone as a mummy 
88. Find JT’s signs and put them all on him 
89. Sing the ABCs backwards in French 
90. Give someone a back massage 
91. Fix all the rips in the paper 



92. Get everyones attention 
93. Convince everyone you are a twizzler 
94. Bend over and hold your ankles (knees if you can’t reach ankles) Do an “ass dance” for two full 
minutes 
95. Stuff your clothing with as many objects as possible 
96. Write an interesting fact about yourself and put it in the finished box (I like winter camping) 
97. Make up a cheer and get someone excited 
98. Take my picture, I’m wearing black 
99. Tape a plant to your body and someone elses too 
100. Draw a picture on the floor of the stage of a Christmas tree 
101. Teach someone how to make a milkshake 
102. Wrap your torso in saran wrap and wear it for an hour 
103. There is a box of chocolate chip cookies on the stage. Make and wear chocolate chip earings and a 
necklace. 
104. Be as loud as possible 
105. Ask someone to take your picture 
106. Blindfold yourself, turn around three times, and ask the first person you touch to lead you around the 
stage 
107. Find a friend and play patty-cake 
108. Do your last task over 
109. Make a sculpture out of tin foil and set it up on the main stage 
110. Sort through the CDs, choose your three favorites. Put one in each CD player and play them. You 
can play them all at the same time or one at a time 
111. Calm someone down or if no one is excited, ask a stranger to take a nap 
112. Make everyone clap at the same time 
113. Do karate 
114. Make two things stick, no tape 
115. Kiss the camera 
116. Make a mess and convince someone else to pick it up 
117. Make a tape bridge across the balcony 
118. Select a piece of writing, however short. And then invite someone to watch it 
119. Shake hands, left handed, with ten people 
120. Don’t let people use the stairs 
121. Hide someone 
122. Call 617-823-4202, tell the person you are buying them a pepper garden in Jamaica (not to worry, 
not a stranger) 
123. Sit down for two minutes 
124. Paint part of your body, show it to someone 
125. Make a hopscotch game on the floor and play a game with someone 
126. Make a dragon 
127. Yell theater really loud 
128. Walk around the room not on your feel or shoes 
129. Build a human pyramid 
130. Knock over the green a purple bubble wrap tower on the stage 
131. Tell three people when your birthday is, day, month, year 
132. Put on dance music and boogie 
133. Write seven new tasks 
134. Find a purple dog 
135. There is a steak among us, use another to find them out 
136. Unravel an entire roll of toilet paper in one line, then write 4 new tasks 
137. Pull someones hair 



138. Make a bubble wrap scarf and wear it 
139. Find someone in the audience and try on their shoes 
140. Give someone a friendly spank 
141. Repair the floor 
142. Talk to a member of the audience 
143. Take off your shoes 
144. Approach someone you wouldn’t normally talk to and ask them four questions about themselves, 
maintain eye contact 
145. Find the CD with TASK written on it, put it in the CD player, go to track two, blast it loud, and 
listen to the entire song 
146. Stop anyone from completing their task 
147. Play hopscotch after making a board (2 people) 
148. Kiss three people on the cheek 
149. Bow to a curly haired girl with blonde hair and say “what are your commands, your magesty?” 
150. Find Ann and sing her a song of your choosing 
151. Climb a ladder quickly 
152. Make a color EXPLOSION 
153. Turn the soccer game into a football game 
154. Write three more tasks 
155. Help someone finish their task 
156. Write and interesting fact about you and put it in the finished box (I followed a stray dog around the 
city for one year and ate his leftovers) and (I was a war refugee and had no country for 8 years) 
157. Make a kick me sign to place on someones back. Shhh…it’s a secret 
158. Build a cave see how many people you can get to live in it 
159. Paint something with a  part of your body besides your hands 
160. Do a cartwheel 
161. Make a boat 
162. Play hopscotch on a grid you make 
163. If you see a body with a cardboard robot attach to him, repairing the rips in the floor, tell him he can 
stop 
164. Walk the perimeter of the stage with your eyes closed 
165. Get someone from the audience to help you expand the TASK area a maximum of 2 x 2 in the exact 
same way the area is already defined. 
166. Take a five minute bath in the packing peanuts 
167. Hug everyone 
168. Go to the top of the stage and wave to everyone for a minute 
169. Get three people to take a two minute exercise class which you lead 
170. Wrap someone who is wearing a green top with bubble wrap 
171. Find a partner and clean up the mess 
172. Find the black plastic planter and put it on your head 
173. Make a lion face mask and roar at five people 
174. Walk around the stage three times 
175. Find Luke, a high school student, and pull him backwards around the floor (one complete circle) by 
the hood 
176. Organize a game of soccer, improvise. Find a creative soccer ball, organize teams, etc. 
177. Wrap your face and head like a mummy and walk around one full circle moaning loudly 
178. Recreate shark week 
179. Show off your best yoga moves, downward dog, sun salutations, etc. 
180. Play a song 
181. Switch the CDs 
182. Find the guy with a planter on his head and take it off, but first take his picture 



183. Shoot rubber bands from the stage, at least twenty 
184. Select a CD and play it 
185. Clean up the color paper that is spread over the floor 
186. Use me 
187. Take a break! 
188. Drop and give me 20 
189. Create and stage a fashion show with several models 
190. Look for someone who is committing a crime. Hold jury selection and have a short trial 
191. Clean up three foot length of Styrofoam boarder and put the “peanuts” back in the bag 
192. Make a new outfit and wear it 
193. Go sit and relax on the stage steps for two minutes 
194. Tape two chocolate chip cookies to your cheeks and ask someone to eat one. 
195. Turn up the music on the CD really loud 
196. Make yourself comfortable 
197. Find a painted rainbow in the room and paint a pot of gold next to it. 
198. Find the girl with the green and purple, what is she doing? 
199. Make a pancake breakfast 
200. Use your best pick up line on three people 
201. Get everyone in the entire room to sing happy birthday to oliver  
202. Write a TASK for Oliver and insist that he do it 
203. No one make a brick structure yet, go to the bricks. Make a structure, design, or another pile. Use a 
few bricks or many 
204. Say hello to three people over 60 years old 
205. Find a partner, make a large cake, and jump out of it! 
206. Make Fake Fire 
207. Ask someone who you have not spoken to yet to share with you what object you brought with you 
208. Look at everyone’s eyebrows – find the ones you like best 
209. Find the person you think wrote this TASK and scream – I LOVE YOU to them 
210. Put on some new music and shout – THIS SUCKS! 
211. Sit for 5min. in a pose without your feet touching the ground 
212. Clean up the packing peanuts 
213. Meditate in a lotus position for 5 min. 
214. Make a target and invite four people to shoot rubber bands at it (3 rounds) whoever comes closest to 
the target – gets a hug 
215. Get someone wet 
216. Ask someone their favorite recipe 
217. Do something liberating 
218. Convince Oliver – the name of this event in skating in Chelsea 
219. Have fun with my big tin foil ball. 
220. Make a list of at least four different towns that people here come from 
221. Ask someone for their e-mail address and when you get home get back and forth for at least four e-
mail 
222. Pick up as many pieces of foam peanuts as you can for 3 min. have someone else time you if you do 
not have a watch 
223. Find someone who speaks Spanish and say – Hola and in French say Bonjour  
224. Make a musical 
225. Ask an audience member to marry you – walk away and come back and tell your divorced 
226. Make a landscape 
227. Ask someone if you can give them a face painting- if so give them a face painting 
228. Draw or paint a self portrait and so it to everyone individually 
229. Skip around the stage backwards 



230. Turn someone into a clown using tape- teach them one clown trick 
231. Take six tasks out of the task box – change one word in each and then put them back in the TASK 
box 
232. Put as many as the plastic peanuts in the box as you can   
233. Try to borrow Oliver’s camera and film him doing a TASK 
234. Make yourself a name tag that does say your name but your PORN star name: do this by using your 
first pet’s name and then your mother’s maiden name – wear this 
235. Ask at least four people their mother’s name – write them down and then post them 
236. 2 people roll on floor wrapped in tape 
237. Move the done task box to the opposite side of the stage 
238. High five everyone – 6 people 
239. Become a neat freak 
240. Fix the paper 
241. Make Amanda Taller – Smaller 
242. Be the Sun – command things to grow 
243. Dance the Texas Two Step with someone of the opposite sex around the stage 
244. When did you stop believing in Santa Clause and when did you find out- share this with someone 
245. Complain to three people about the music played – turn it off 
246. Tape peanuts to yourself and ask someone to take them off you slowly. 
247. Color the stairs 
248. Dissapear (sic) 
249. Crawl around the perimeter of the stage saying BAAAA BAAAAAA 
250. Attack the fort 
251. Bark and pee like a boy/male dog and go around two times and bark loud. You also need to be on a 
leash with a person picking up poop. 
252. Get on stage and announce loudly that you could not be happier to be here 
253. Put as many plastic peanuts in a round box as you can 
254. Meet an audience member and then pretend to loose your hearing – do so until someone near them 
laughs  
255. Use one of the knives on the table 
256. Make 5 people play hide and seek with you for five rounds 
257. Make a set of red devil horns and gently kick and push 5 different people 
258. Get someone to dance a Hora with you – if you don’t know how just ask someone to dance with you. 
259. Tell people your playing hide-and-seek. Have them hide and then Don’t look for them! 
260. Make a “bell” and 3 cornered hat and walk around yelling Here Ye – Here Ye – 1 full circumference 
of the room   
261. Make a duck- out of duct tape 
262. Create a suit of armor, find another person who is as well – and create an army 
263. Sing a happy song 
264. Defend the fort – if the fort does not need defending – try again 
265. START A REVOLUTION! 
266. Get Alex and audience member to take your picture and then yell THANKS really loud 
267. Get a group together – hold hands and sing ring around the rosy 
268. Color someone RED 
269. Make a crown and wear it 
270. Wiggle 
271. Get everyone to do the electric slide 
272. Make an even BIGGER task box 
273. Make a rock climbing wall on the floor and have someone climb it 
274. Find 2 people hiding on this floor 
275. HUG SOMEONE 



276. Dance the IRISH JIG 
277. Invent a new curse word 
278. Make a crown and crown someone 
279. Stop the green-shirted man from destroying the fort 
280. For 8 min. Clean up all packing peanuts in a box 
281. Find someone to believe in 
282. Enroll a large part-time force to defend Amanda fort throughout the day 
283. Pop 1 foot of bubble wrap – EVERY bubble 
284. Listen to the mountain 
285. Go under the table and grab 10 passer bys  
286. Stack neatly all the colored Paper 
287. Relax and just watch the event for a while 
288. Ask to hold someone’s hand and smile at them 
289. Is there a king with a crown? Bow to him three times 
290. Moonwalk! 
291. Play ring-around-the-rosy with three people 
292. Make an audience member do your next TASK 
293. Throw a roll of toilet paper off the stage 
294. Find the woman cleaning up packing peanuts and tell her you can stop 
295. Change the music and announce it to everyone! 
296. Walk like an Egyptian 
297. Warn someone about a tsunami that’s coming but do so without talking 
298. Ask 3 TASK members what they think of the event so far 
299. Find a wad and add to it 
300. Find the girl wearing the suit of armor –ask her if you can wear and then wear it until noted 
301. Talk to someone with gray hair but it needs it be in BODY talk 
302. Make a rainbow and assemble a choirs to sing OVER The rainbow  
303. Wrap yourself in LOVE 
304. Sing with music! 
305. Ask someone to draw a picture of you – pose 
306. Attempt a human pyramid 
307. I have hidden three bags of noodles – try to find them 
308. Get everyone in the room to make a paper plane and then see whose flies the furthest  
309. Pretend you a monster and scare three people  
310. Hide from the pellet boys 
311. Do an Irish step dance.  
312. Make a new game and make 5 people play it with you 
313. Yell “fuck it” on the stage if you are over 18 years old 
314. Find the clown and have him tell you a joke 
315. Bring in an audience member 
316. Put your feet in boxes and walk backwards in the room- one full circle 
317. Find WALDO 
318. Wear this balloon like Carmen Miranda 
319. Get as many people yelling as long as possible 
320. Those aren’t your shoes – TRADE – put the others on and then trade back  
321. Fold and arrange all of the clothes under the table on the stage 
322. Make a dunce hat and wear it! 
323. Your Captain – find some pirates  and start plundering  
324. Rename England 
325. Tickle someone 
326. Tell the people getting rid of done tasks they are not doing a good job—you are the mean evil boss 



327. Run a mime routine 
328. Find the red telephone and call 911 – a tsunami is coming 
329. Get rid of the bigger task box forever 
330. Make a duct tape tie and give it to someone to wear 
331. Play a new cd 
332. Pull someone aside and tell them in your most sincere voice that everything will be ok and give them 
a hug 
333. Make a garden out of anything! 
334. Use the red tape to tape a man to the floor 
335. Make funny faces at three people 
336. Propose marriage to someone in the audience 
337. Give oliver a piggy-back ride 
338. Go outside and bring someone in 
339. Find the yellow tape and use it to warn people of danger 
340. Twist and shout 
341. Shout my name is JT to JT 
342. Make a stump speech against the gnomes 
343. Sit somewhere and cry until someone asks you “whats wrong?” (one minute) 
344. Perform a TASK you did before on a larger scale 
345. Organize the entire group and audience in a circle around the task area to sing “New York New 
York” 
346. Cut a snowflake or two for one of the sheets of paper. Stick on a corner pole of this table 
347. Write a letter to your mother to mail later. Use purple ink only 
348. Stop this crazy line now 
349. Walk around the perimeter of stage once one foot in front of the other touching 
350. Use the floppy disk as a superhero power 
351. Clean up 
352. Walk around the edge of the stage telling people you’re going to jump off the edge 
353. Ask people if you can help them complete their task until they say yes. Help them and then move on 
354. Interview the public 
355. Write a poem and read it loudly from the stage 
356. Do the elephant. Walk around the stage 
357. Change task sign to “ask” 
358. Make five more tasks 
359. Take off your shoes and have someone put them back on you.  
360. Write your comment on the revolution sign then put this back in the task box for more comments to 
be added 
361. Find the three KOS gentlemen in the back of the room and ask in the audience then to do a 
collaborated drawing that can be hung up in the fort. 
362. Take the second task. Make it scientifically rigorous  
363. Do a drawing of the event and post it on the stage 
364. Be a cop and arrest someone and put them in jail 
365. Stand on the task table and do the hustle  
366. Write a task for RRG 
367. Go to California 
368. Take the biggest box you can find and fill it with plastic peanuts 
369. Wrap up an audience member in green.  
370. Use a photographer’s camera. Use them as a model in a photo shoot 
371. Play rock paper scissors shoot with five different people 
372. Invite two audience members to participate for the rest of the day 
373. Tell a joke to someone in the audience 



374. Get oliver to do the hula 
375. Find the painted pants and paint a smiley face on the pants 
376. Sing a nursery tune to someone making up your own lyrics 
377. Find alex, you cant scream his name or ask another task member 
378. We need people on this table. At least three.  
379. Tell all the people 
380. Ask for the task sign to be taken down 
381. Change the Ask sign back to task 
382. Invite two audience members to join your group 
383. Make it rain 
384. Find a partner and act out the “I’m flying” scene on the stage 
385. Build and defend a fort 
386. Rebuild the cardboard boxes- at least three 
387. Tell someone they have beautiful eyes. Then tell them you made a very large mistake. Act very 
nervous 
388. Find someone with a pink bow and dance with them.  
389. Go ask oliver if you can confess something to him—then do. 
390. Ask someone in the audience to spank you. 
391. Whisper sweet nothings 
392. Use non-toxic markers to make a tattoo on yourself or others. Any size is ok. Example: on hands or 
arms.  
393. Find yourself 
394. Scream for your mom, try it until someone comforts you.  
395. Start a conversation and tell them after a while that you are a monkey. 
396. Write a secret and put it in the task box 
397. The audience is flat. Tell two jokes to two different groups. 
398. Prove cold fusion exists.  
399. Sine the fresh prince theme on the task table 
400. Tell Patrick to go away.  
401. Spin until you’re dizzy.  
402. Shake someone’s hand.  
403. Turn all of the radios all the way up and rock out.  
404. Play hide and seek with four people 
405. Once I stop my feet in one of skidmore’s dining hall cups filled with warm water. My feet were cold.  
406. Put an addition on the cardboard house in front of the stage.  
407. Implode 
408. Change all of the CDs in the players and blast them all as loud as they can go.  
409. Ask one of the photographers to show you the last shot they took – praise it loudly.  
410. Defend the fort.  
411. Get someone to make a mess and you clean it up.  
412. Find a photographer and take their picture. 
413. Go around and look at people as if you want them to do something. When they make eye contact go, 
“oh nevermind” and walk away. At least three people 
414. Shed a tear for the environment.  
415. Save someone’s life.  
416. Dance for a second 
417. Find five people and do the bunny hop 
418. Ask what the two girls sitting down are doing. Announce it. 
419. Get together with as however many people you need and retell a fairy tale in one minute.  
420. Go on stage, find a pair of shoes that are not yours and wear them for ten minutes. 
421. Make three tasks 



422. Write your comments on the revolution sign. Use big letters. Rewrite this instruction for someone 
else to do in box.  
423. Make a toilet paper bustier 
424. Make a paper sculpture  
425. Slow dance with someone 
426. Forget name, ask others what it should be.  
427. Discuss or ask Oliver about the ecological effects of Tasktopia. For example, is this a valid use of 
resources?  
428. Decorate the corner poles of the task table with streamers 
429. Smile! 
430. Grant someone three wishes 
431. Go up on the stage and recite the Gettysburg address. As much as you know of it.  
432. Make a birthday cake for someone in the audience.  
433. Stop cleaning 
434. Act out your favorite Disney movie 
435. Make a box your home. Put some kind of container to collect money. Pretend you are homeless. Use 
different tactics to get people to give you things 
436. Create someone smaller than you. Ridicule him for your size.  
437. Lose a race.  
438. Teach an aerobics class 
439. Start a game of tag.  
440. Make yourself a fat suit then publicly announce that you are going jogging around the neighborhood 
and that you would appreciate company. Get their attention  
441. Make a tie-dye shirt.  
442. Pretend you are driving a bus and find two people to follow you 
443. Do what you wanna! 
444. Cover yourself with all of the blankets and lie under the pile in the middle of the floor.  
445. Move the done task box from the stage closer to the computer screen. 
446. Make the girl with the let it be shirt in the audience play her flute.  
447. Complain loudly, “There are not enough tasks” until you get five people to write tasks.  
448. Make the box bigger 
449. Get the audience to say the pledge of allegiance 
450. Irish jig now 
451. Spontaneously combust 
452. Repair the floor paper 
453. Get someone from the audience to tape your hands together.  
454. Sit under the table with the task box and meditate for at least three minutes 
455. Tell three people what your favorite food is. 
456. Make everyone at once watch your gymnastics performance.  
457. Find one beautiful thing about every person in this room and one by one tell each person that you 
think this is beautiful and really mean it.  
458. Make a skirt that you give to someone else to ear however they wish 
459. Find a poem and read it to someone 
460. Tell Oliver’s camera a lie 
461. Dress someone up like a clown 
462. Follow the first person you make eye contact with with a  folding chair 
463. Write a secret and put it in the task box (I like porn) 
464. Be a waiter and take two peoples orders and make their food (lobster with clarified butter and surf 
and turf. 
465. Find out the names of whoever you haven’t met 
466. Do a split and get everyone to look at it 



467. Break up with someone and cause a scene, but don’t tell them what you’re doing 
468. Sit down and stand up six times 
469. Ask someone if you can pick the up 
470. Find a balloon and see how long you can keep it in the air 
471. Find someone who has Styrofoam on them and use duct tape to help them get it off 
472. Tell someone what you think about about the stimulus package 
473. Make a pizza, cut it up and serve it to audience members 
473. If JT still has tape on his wrist take it off 
474. Make a quailman outfit for someone (from the cartoon show, Doug) 
475. Go tell Amanda that everything is everything and give her a hug 
476. Make a giant rose and then ask everyone to stop and smell it 
477. Start a mosh pit with at least ten people 
478. Talk to someone in a made up language 
479. Make a purple bubble wrap vest for yourself and a friend 
480. Find someone who can tell you the names of the two candidates running in this congressional district 
election in the special election on March 31 
481. Ask Patrick a question 
482. Let it snow 
483. Make snowman 
484. Take the signs off JT 
485. Make list of the last eight presidents  
486. Ask Rachel where she goes to school 
487. Find JT make him 5 new signs and cover him with them 
488. Sign your favorite song to oliver’s camera 
489. Compliment five people 
490. Crawl under the table and scream shoe colors as people walk by for one minute 
491. Find a quiet place and take five. Breath deeply and then go to your next task 
492. Sit down and stand back up for one minute 
493. Make four tasks  
494. Make a large paper crane and ask for help if you don’t know how 
495. Make 1000 tasks, it can be a metaphor 
496. Make up a new name for everyone and give them a name tag 
497. Make someone take a test and fail them 
498. Complain loudly about the Styrofoam 
499. Draw footprints from the task table to the stage 
500. Be smug 
501. Find JT and take the tape off his hands 
502. Be a vampire, bite someone’s neck 
503. Have a cigar…a flying cigar 
504. Make a cake 
505. Put more Styrofoam on someone else 
506. Gather five people while saying “weeble, wobble, and all fall down” 
507. Try to hit on someone putting a done task into the completed box 
508. Make a pair of eye glasses and give them to someone to wear 
509. Sing someone a lullaby  
510. Play your favorite drum beat on a box for five minutes 
511. Make a third arm for someone 
512. My secret (I caught my mother having an affair while my father was dying of cancer). Write a new 
task. 
513. Start a firey persecuting frenzy of all cameramen. Steal their camera and tie them to post for a short 
while 



514. Make a balloon necklace and give it to someone to wear 
515. Ask someone with glasses to borrow them so you can see what they see like 
516. Span the universe 
517. Create a microcosm  
518. Convince an audience member to get you a starbucks coffee 
519. Take a survey, find out why three comes after two 
520. Clip clothes pins on your ears and wear them on your ears 
521. Find three left handed people and shake their hands 
522. Act out the stages in a butterflies life, egg, caterpillar, cacoon, butterfly 
523. Write three tasks that include yourself 
534. Eat something brown 
535. Line up the chairs on the side of the room 
536. Play a game of rock, paper, scissors. Then play it again with blindfolds on 
537. Say hello to three audience members, ask what their names are 
538. Ask someone if you can gently pull on their ears, it feels really good 
539. Make a Frisbee and play catch with someone 
540. Have a snowball fight with some members of the audience 
541. Contort yourself while listening to song, don’t stop until the song is over 
542. There is a Barbie doll on the table on the stage, introduce Barbie (who is turning 50 this year) to 2 
audience members 
543. Find Virginia and ask her what her favorite color is 
544. Blow up a balloon and have someone pop it 
545. Find Jenn and ask her what her job is 
546. Make a sign that says “the end is coming” hold it up and walk around the perimeter 
547. Make a noose from yellow rope on stairs, hang it over beam, stand on chair, get everyone’s attention 
and yell “goodbye cruel world” 
548. Clean up all the packing chips and make the floor clean and organized again 
549. Make a one word task 
550. Say hi to Patrick 
551. Frog jump around the room 
552. Find someone and ask them to sit down for two minutes 
553. Ask Amanda to break apart her fort. Convince her then tell her it was a joke before she does it 
554. Walk backwards around the room 
555. Yawn until you can get someone else to yawn 
556. Become “dusty dufours” understudy 
557. Make a hole-punch snowstorm 
558. Find a friend to play balloon volleyball. Keep it in the air for 30 seconds 
559. Tell the woman at the lap top that her job is important and that she’s doing great. Make a flower and 
attach it to her basket 
560. Make a broom and sweep up some of the packing peanuts 
561. Make a gigantic ball  
562. Find someone who needs help with their task – help them 
563. Wrap someone in seran wrap 
564. Get a partner and become a horse using the blankets. Parade around 
565. Find the egg on the table. Make it a nest 
566. Find/make a santa claus and get a present from him 
567. Pretend you’re a bus driver and drive three people around with you. 
568. Ask someone with a camera if you can take a picture 
569. Plant a garden 
570. Sift through the task box and remove any negative tasks and replace each of them with more positive 
tasks – please  



571. Go directly to the stage and ask where’s lunch 
572. Find JT and tape his wrists 
573. Eat something!!!! 
574. Create an airplane and get people on board 
575. Do ballet 
576. Twirl around 10 times using one of the tin foil rolls, then carry the potted tree onstage 
577. Make a robot 
578. Go pick a poem of other piece of writing. Find the person who brought it, ask them why, and then 
read it (or part of it) to them. 
579. Find a cat. Pet its head 
580. Slip notes to 5 people without their noticing (pockets?) 
581. Sit down, close your eyes, and listen to this room. 
582. Pretend that you’re in the middle of a cold, Siberian winter, and go tiger hunting. 
583. Put a balloon under your shirt. Make like you’re pregnant. 
584. Make a Task about J.T. 
585. Say thanks 1,000 times over the course of your life. 
586. Find Barbie on the stage and dance with her. 
587. Make the room prettier. 
588. Ask J.T if you could cut off a lock of his hair.  
589. Dress up like Santa Claus and give gifts to four people. 
590. Give someone whiskers. 
591. Make a flag and wave it from the stage, then hang it from the ladder  
592. Make a shield and give it someone who needs it 
593. Gather as many people as you can to sing a great Aretha Franklin song 
594. Make a red belt 
595. Stage a fight to get everyone’s attention 
596. Play a sport. Enlist others as necessary 
597. Tape one hand to your side for one minute. Ask a friend to help.  
598. Style someone’s hair without telling them this is your task 
599. Make a necklace and give it to a young audience member (you define young) 
600. Argue with someone 
601. Find seven people who have seen Star Wars and make them do the Mambo 
602. Give someone Girl Scout Cookies 
603. Arrange five folding chairs in a circle and get five people to watch while you do ten jumping jacks in 
the center 
604. Ask someone to do you a favor, then walk away 
605. Make hair extensions with pipe cleaners and wear for one hour 
606. Stage an elaborate death 
607. Pop balloons!! 
608. There are delicious chocolate chip cookies on the table on stage. Go have one! If you don’t want one 
offer them to others until someone accepts 
609. Bring the tree on stage and put it in the center of the task table 
610. Make a US flag and then invite someone to say the pledge of allegiance with you in front of it  
611. Make a call and get someone down here! 
612. Create a hat with round shapes 
613. Purrrr. 
614. Find your grandma and repair your relationship with her 
615. Go purchase ice cream from one lady.  
616. Find the leader and tell them it’s lunch time for the second group. 
617. Ask three people to write some more tasks, collect them, then do them.  
618. Climb a ladder and holler 



619. Create a list of the amount of particles each person in Task has.  
620. Start a pizza delivery business 
621. Make someone green 
622. Engage an audience member in a discussion about spoons. He/she cannot know it is your TASK 
623. Re-arrange the brick pile. (right side of stage) some bricks or all. Make sense or nonsense. Your 
choice 
624. Do something dirty. 
625. Put a spell on the guy wearing the star 
626. Draw a mandala and show it to everyone 
627. Put the robot on the table on top of the ladder 
628. Wear a balloon tail and hop around the stage area. 
629. Don’t write your task on toilet paper if you don’t feel like it 
630. Cut up a poem, or other  piece of writing, then randomly tape it on to a piece of paper. Find the 
person who originally brought it and perform it for them 
631. Go up to the camera and say nothing and blink 50 times.  
632. Decorate the desk displaying the post tasks 
633. Break a rule 
634. Draw on someone’s face 
635. Make someone beautiful!! 
636. Write your honest opinion of this TASK event and put it in the super secret task box on the ladder 
and then put this back into the task pool 
637. Have someone trace your body on a large piece of paper, then you cut it out and decorate it, then 
hang it on the wire by the big TASK sign in front of the room.  
638. Do what you can to stack some folding chairs like a human pyramid.  
639. Two words: DANCE PARTY. 
640. Wrap a ladder in tin foil while reciting the alphabet 
641. Engage in a snowball fight. 
642. Buy free ice-creams 
643. Make a pond on the floor with fish 
644. Make an ice cream stand and make everyone ice cream 
645. See how high you can jump 
646. Pretend you are a chicken 
647. Make it rain 
648. Take a break, you’re tired. 
649. Ask ten people their favorite color. Take the one mentioned most and jump up and down yelling that 
color three times.  
670. Take a bubble bath. 
671. Find someone wearing your favorite color and shake hands with them 
672. Act like a monkey. 
673. Let someone know you are sorry 
674. Make twelve happy rainbows and give them to 12 people are not smiling 
675. Make a magic wand and wave it 
676. Fill a balloon with something that is not air. 
677. Schmooze 
678. Draw a monster and scare someone 
679. Write a limerick and share it 
680. Draw a circle and with five markers in your hand  
681. Make something with boxes. Get someone to knock it over, then call them a bully and cry/pout 
away.  
682. Get a child to dance with you. 
683. Spoon JT 



684. Cover your non-dominant arm with foil and tell five people you are getting UFO signals from your 
arm 
685. Go ask Oliver or the curator about lunch 
686. Have a snowball fight 
687. Create order from chaos. yeah! 
688. Must take pictures of people who ask.  
689. Behave for five minutes how you think the opposite gender of you would behave. (you can ask for 
help) 
690. Run into things 
691. Make an Indian headdress and put it on someone 
692. Slow down 
693. Wake that guy up. 
694. Make dinner and invite guests 
695. Have a dance party.  
696. Organize a fashion show 
697. Try on everyone’s shoes.  
698. Go take pictures (this is a cheat) 
699. Ask to type one of the tasks on the computer 
700. Get really close and stare at sleeping guy.  
701. Whisper rice-a-roni into someone’s ear.  
702. Take your pet balloon on a walk around town.  
703. Make a bowtie and wear it 
704. Be as awkward as you can be 
705. Tell someone about the day you were born 
706. Make a recycling bin for downstairs 
707. Go rub elbows with people 
708. Tell the typer that she hurts your feelings 
709. Hold an auction with at least 5 people and hug whoever bids the highest 
710. Pick a space to clean up 
711. Start a game of telephone 
712. Be a stair 
713. Make a canopy over the task table 
714. Make a chin-stroking brigade 
715. Copy someone 
716. Write the task you’ve been dreaming to do and do it yourself 
717. Make trouble with people trying to do their task 
718. Make a present and give it to someone 
719. Play some different music 
720. Get on every ladder and scream “FREEDOM!” 
721. Make something cool with the rubber bands 
722. You won the lottery for $1,000,000. Show your reaction 
723. Sit in every corner for 30 seconds 
724. Say ‘no’ to the next three questions you are asked 
725. Cover everyone in Styrofoam 
726. Make a sign about something you care about and protest it loudly 
727. Make 5 tasks 
728. Make a shadow play 
729. Organize table 
730. Make a fancy hat to wear to the track 
731. Sing someone a song about eating 
732. Yell at someone for 1 minute straight 



733. Find the stack of brightly colored paper- organize it into colors 
734. Make a bed and sleep in it 
735. Sell 10 cups of coffee to the audience 
736. Turn yourself into a dragon 
737. Make yourself into an insect 
738. Put music in the cd player near the front of room (not on stage) 
739. Use this sign to impress a girl (“I care about my friends”) 
740. Make or find a hopscotch board on the floor – find someone and play a game of hopscotch 
741. Have a bubbletape stomping party 
742. You are the drunk party guest 
743. Create a crime scene (outline a dead person) and act out the murder/aftermath 
744. Recreate the Macarena video! 
745. Find or create a place (can) for trash 
746. Follow someone around for five minutes 
747. Go on stage and don’t move a muscle (for as long as you can) 
748. Clean up the tripping hazards 
749. Play duck-duck-goose with six people for five rounds 
750. You’re at an ATM and it doesn’t work 
751. Find another person and stand so you are supporting each other 
752. Fill peoples’ pockets with toilet paper 
753. Crawl on the floor military-style. You need to stay low and move slowly as if you will be shot if you 
are seen. 
754. Touch noses with someone 
755. There is a cake on the task table. There are three girls sitting on the side of the room without heaters. 
Give the cake to the one all the way on the left. She is wearing black with brown hair 
756. Stand as still as you can as long as you can. 
757. Go to the stereo on stage and listen to a song 
758. Fly a plane 
759. Build a tee-pee and decorate it 
760. Pick up green trash 
761. Make a life-size archway that you can stand under with someone else and give them a mistletoe kiss 
762. Make some money and give it away 
763. RAVAGE THE T.P. 
764. Write a secret message to the people typing the completed tasks and put it in the done box. 
765. Make a picture of one of the stained glass windows in the room 
766. Make a new stage 
767. Fly a kite 
768. Be a radio DJ, just for a little while 
769. Invite an audience member to ride in your invisible flying raspberry 
770. Act like a dog! 
771. Help the guy cleaning up 
772. Put LOTS of packing peanuts in someone’s hair 
773. Kill someone (only kidding) and draw them on ground 
774. “move your body like a cyclone” 
775. Make someone a friendship bracelet 
776. Make a flamingo costume 
777. Exhaust your financial funds 
778. Take the blue shorts away and burn them 
779. Be Juliette (find a Romeo). Make a balcony, and say, “Where for art thou?” a bunch of times. 
780. Your long-lost mother/best friend/etc. could be in this room. Search for them 
781. Hide all the blue markers and ask someone if they know where they are 



782. Play bocce ball 
783. Make three toilet paper neckties and find people to wear them 
784. Be a killjoy 
785. Put someone’s hair in a ponytail 
786. Move potted plants to under the canopy 
787. Cling to someone’s leg 
788. Tell 5 people you love them 
789. Try to convince 2 people to let you put a piece of Styrofoam in their ears. Don’t push it in. 
790. Paint 3 people’s faces as animals 
791. Draw 2 more tasks and combine them 
792. Diversify your portfolio 
793. Make everyone a mask 
794. Act out breaking your leg 
795. Make the audience member in the red hat do a task 
796. Empty the packing peanuts on the canopy 
797. Be a lion 
798. Let everyone know what you are, you dunce! 
799. List 12 people in the room with blue eyes: Jen, Colie, Patrick, Rachel, Kelley, Colleen, Emily, 
Spectator 1, Spectator 2, Spectator 3, Spectator 4 (sorry… lazy) 
800. Do yourself a favor  
801. Make a mustache to wear for 10 minutes 
802. Cough loudly and interrupt a conversation 
803. If someone is on the stage, quiet them 
804. Dress up like an object 
805. Make four video tapes and give them to people, asking them to review them for you 
806. Find the popsicle sticks and make something with them that makes you feel good 
807. Fall on foam 
808. Ask five audience member what they think of task 
809. Write 5 more tasks 
810. Your mom is lonely. Call her and tell the group how it went 
811. Do you know what Indian leg wrestling is? If you don’t, find someone who does, and do it. 
812. Improve the canopy 
813. Make a tributary statue and/or shrine 
814. Touch noses with 4 people 
815. Be a loudmouth fish vendor 
816. Have a sword fight with someone 
817. Umm… take a nap 
818. Borrow an audience member’s clothing and give it back 5 minutes later 
819. Make a bed a take a nap 
820. Make a makeshift “barrel” outfit and panhandle from 10 people 
821. Paint your arms 
822. Find the face paint. Paint yourself and someone else 
823. Find someone wearing a “vote for tante sarah” button and tell that person you’ll vote for tante sarah 
824. Hide under task table and scare people 
825. Ask five people how old they are and laugh uncomfortably  
826. Survey 10 people see if they are right or left handed post your results on the ladder 
827. Make a farm with people as animals 
828. Fake a papercut then yell “gotcha!” 
829. Find 4 people who are tired and comfort them 
830. What is your favorite task so far? Do it again 
831. Get as many people to sing yellow submarine with you 



832. Start a game of balloon volleyball 
833. Make 3 people take a nap, then scare them 
834. Make up an outrageous lie 
835. Use red tape to outline someone’s body 
836. Play tag with yourself 
837. Build an army 
838. Select someone writing and read it aloud on the stage 
839. Be a bear in the bear trap 
840. Be a monster 
841. Lead someone up the stair and say goodbye 
842. Make a drawing with sidewalk chalk on some cardboard 
843. Fly 
844. Rest with someone and have a conversation 
845. Make a jet pack and fly around 
846. Make a portrait of someone and present it to them. Throw a fit if they don’t seem properly happy 
847. Play any hand-slapping game (like paddycake) 
848. Go around the room and give people new ideas for hairstyles 
849. Perform the can-can with at least 2 others for audience members 
850. Paint or ink emotional faces on several balloons 
851. Clean up the task table 
852. Read a page in book 
853. Bomb the fort with balloons 
854. Paint an audience face 
855. Start a party! 
856. Wrap yourself in purple bubble wrap 
857. Make a family 
858. Find someone who has an x in name and announce it 
859. Pop a balloon 
860. Make an announcement that Natasha has the “prettiest right thumb finger” 
861. Paint someone’s face 
862. Write a secret on a slip of paper and place it in someone’s book (not your own) 
863. Pace back and forth on the stage with a scowl on your face 
864. Put a large duct tape “x” on your shirt 
865. Use the clear wrap 
866. See how long you can hold someone’s hand before they let go 
867. Make a family! 
868. Act half your age 
869. Use a balloon to fly away with 
870. Be a ghostbuster 
871. Make a tape for a finish-line a break through then boast about it 
872. Stack as many markers as you can 
873. Give an audience member a balloon to pop 
874. Run around yelling words of caution like “be careful!”, “watch out!”, “fire – in the hole!” 
875. Make finger puppets and put on a show for 3 friends 
876. Give EVERYONE a high five! 
877. Take all the chairs out of the center area and put them on the sides 
878. Make a turtleneck out of toilet paper 
879. Draw a necklace on someone 
880. Make yourself a pair of lobster claws  red, and attach to yourself 
881. Make a flute 
882. Make a lei and dance the hula 



883. Good morning. Pretend you have amnesia and you don’t know where you are 
884. Make an instrument and play it (I made a guitar) 
885. Braid someone’s hair 
886. Play “red light green light” 
887. Write a poem using: T A S K as the first letter of each line. Read it to 5 people 
888. Make a robot, mend the paper floor, convince an audience member to buy you a Starbucks coffee 
889. Convince someone to run outside and breathe some fresh air 
890. Take the pipe cleaners and put one on everyone’s wrist 
891. Get 20 people (audience and/or participants) and put on a laughing party. Just laugh! 
892. Do something nice for an audience member 
893. Create a bear trap and lure a bear into it 
894. Find Oliver and ask how he’s doing 
895. Call someone you miss on the telephone and tell them 
896. Give an audience member a dollar 
897. There’s red paint on the stage, get it and cover your hands with it and run around and scream to 
people that you’re sorry 
898. Find the girl with the box ‘o love 
899. Write your favorite thing about yourself and tape it to your chest 
900. Set up a game of musical chairs.  use a cd player. Start with as many people as possible 
901. Decorate somebody as you see fit 
902. Pat five people on the back 
903. Spell using human letters 
904. Say, “I can’t remember why I came here,” to the tallest person in the room 
905. Make sure tired people have chairs 
906. Scream at the first person you make eye contact with for not loading their dishes in the dishwasher 
907. Make a giant spit ball from glue and t.p. –stick it somewhere 
908. Sing a song by The Police on the stairs very loud 
909. Create a three-ring circus 
910. Start a rumor about someone 
911. An inappropriate gesture 
912. Give random people an inappropriate gesture 
913. Get three audience members to write tasks 
914. Say, “I cannot find my way home–can you help me?” to an audience member 
915. Make a lei and do a hula in front of at least five people 
916. Everyone needs to know your name 
917. Make a boat… have three friends row and sing row row row your boat 
918. Sing, This is the song that never ends, loud then soft 
919. Give three people backrubs 
920. Have someone autograph your belly 
921. Teach someone a folkdance or find someone who knows one and let her/him teach you 
922. You have a horrible cold and desperately need a tissue 
923. Yell at the top of your lungs how much you love/hate in the middle of task 
924. Make the canopy better 
925. Give some people kisses i.e. rub noses 
926. JT Norton’s favorite childhood memory growing up in NYC and playing wiffle ball with my father 
every weekend. He is an amazing man 
927. Outline someone on the floor and then fill it in when they stand up 
928. Take a plant off the table and hide behind it 
929. Turn yourself into the Statue of Liberty with crown and torch. Stand on a chair with a poster saying, 
“give me your tired + hungry” 
930. Make a big mess with toilet paper  



931. Pile all the cardboard into one big pile 
932. Find more markers for the task table 
933. Get a group of people together and scat in a circle- then engage in a long group embrace 
934. Change your clothes 
935. Find every clothespin you can. Clip them together and see if they’re as long as the tallest person here 
936. Make five people smile 
937. Decorate audience members 
938. Be a prince and save a princess or you are a princess and have a prince ride to your rescue 
939. Write your favorite memory from your childhood and put it in the done box 
940. Speak only in questions for two minutes 
941. Turn off all the music. Cue up your song, shout “this is what I want to hear!” then play it baby 
942. Introduce members of the audience to each other 
943. Start a collection of scissors 
944. Take the plant off the table. Burry it in paper on the stage 
945. Yell that it is okay to have a dirty task party 
946. Wash your hands 
947. Cry until someone asks what is the matter and tell them a sad story 
948. Buzz like a bee 
949. Peer-pressure somebody  
950. Hide under the table and grab people’s feet. Don’t let go 
951. Create a snow storm. Build a snowman 
952. Keep up the energy 
953. Carry around a potted plant and peer at people through it 
954. Be a mouse and make cheese for later. Make sure you have ears and a tail or make paper airplanes 
and have an air fight 
955. Be a plant 
956. Play a game with the 2 little girls in the audience… they like task 
957. Undo 
958. Find the markers and put them back on the Task table 
959. Bother somebody until you think it worked 
960. Make newspaper hats and decorate them for three people (use brown paper if no newspaper 
available) 
961. Twirl around jumping and saying, “where is the done Task box” 
962. Propose 
963. A task to myself: go get some water and sit down, drink it and talk to an audience member 
964. Pick up trash 
965. Don’t think hard, think easy about your feet while you clap your hands on stage for three minutes 
966. I was a war refugee and had no country for eight years 
967. Get to know three people and have them do the same to three others, i.e. the four of you have a 
conversation 
968. Fall backwards and have someone catch you 
969. Make a porta-potty for the group to use 
970. Give someone the most sincere hug you can 
971. Fold all of the blankets and stack them neatly 
972. Play volleyball with three others using toilet paper as the ball 
973. Leap-frog  
974. Live in the city 
975. Find three friends to go streaking 
976. Go on a quest 
977. Pick 25 pieces of popcorn off people’s clothes 
978. Start a band 



979. Sing “Dancing Queen” by Abba 
980. Dress someone up in the finest attire 
981. Roll out of the bubble wrap 
982. Get Dusty Defour’s understudy to do a dance 
983. Shuffle off to Buffalo 
984. (Male or female) dress up like a bride with bouquet and ring and ask them to marry you. Get a 
preacher too 
985. Find a quiet place and quietly sit and contemplate cardboard 
986. Ask all standing people to sit down 
987. Play dizzy bat with six people (ask what it is) 
988. Attempt to roll straight from the task box to stage 
989. Tell someone how much fun you’re having 
990. Try to sell a random object to someone 
991. Make a water balloon in the bathroom and play catch with someone until it breaks 
992. Tape your hands together and try to touch your feet 
993. Give the African violets on the Task table to someone. Ask them to keep passing it along 
994. Stop doing what you are told 
995. Make a heart and give it to an audience member – paste it on them (a kid if possible) 
996. Draw on a white shirt 
997. Make a school house and find a teacher to teach a task 
998. Stop somebody, ask them to reconsider 
999. Mummify two audience members together 
1000. Give an audience member a good look 
1001. Try your worst pickup line on ten people 
1002. Make Rachel Downes do a task 
1003. Create a disguise 
1004. You are the policeman – find the assassin 
1005. Make someone fly 
1006. Play telephone 
1007. Make an elaborate bowling alley 
1008. Sit and take a 2 minute break on the chair on the stage 
1009. Do something creative with staples! 
1010. You are Donald duck – find Huey, Duey, and Luey and go for a walk 
1011. Make yourself taller 
1012. Start a marching parade around the perimeter with as many people as possible 
1013. Go up on stage and sing and act out I’m a little teapot 
1014. Recreate a scene from Grease 
1015. Tell the tallest person you see to leave you alone! 
1016. Take a chair on stage, sit in it – then yell at the audience – and encourage someone to come up and 
take your place while you get them a rose 
1017. Sing the Chiquita banana song (if you don’t know it, find someone to teach it to you). I’m a 
Chiquita banana and I’ve come to say, bananas are the best in most everyway 
1018. Smell a balloon 
1019. Rewrite your favorite task and put it in 
1020. Cut Reg out of his dress 
1021. Unite people and yell, “give me a ‘t’ give me a ‘a’ give me an ‘s’ give me a ‘k’.” do it do it do it. 
1022. Make a commercial for toilet paper. Make 3 people watch it. 
1023. Tell Natasha what a good job she did singing dancing queen 
1024. Design fashion! 
1025. Find the broom and hit people with it (not too hard, please) 
1026. Attach labels to 10 objects around the room 



1027. Try to convince someone they were disrespectful to you at one point 
1028. Take a straw, find someone to blow air at on stage. Then thank them and tell them they must find 
someone else to do it to. 
1029. Start a drumming circle 
1030. Go find markers on the floor and return them to the task table 
1031. Arrest someone and send him/her to jail 
1032. Canopy! Make it whole! 
1033. Make more ice cream cones for the ice cream stand and sell them 
1034. Make friendship (what you want like a ring or other thing) 
1035. Make a star and paste it on an audience member 
1036. Steal the “T” from the TASK sign 
1037. Bull fight 
1038. Play doctor 
1039. Bother someone 
1040. Make a pig and hang it from a pedestal and call everyone’s attention to it loudly 
1041. Get me a cup of coffee – please 
1042. Catch a bear in the bear trap 
1043. Haunt a fort 
1044. Hide all the markers! 
1045. Meditate on the subject of death 
1046. Use pipe cleaners create a long chain then give it to a kid in the audience 
1047. Spin around and shout 
1048. Make and wear a large placard saying, “running with scissors” and then do it, i.e. run with scissors 
around the room 
1049. Make a paper doll chain 
1050. Make a hamburger and give it away 
1051. Have an election 
1052. Paint a friend 
1053. Move the task box on stage, but don’t tell anyone 
1054. Create a puppet show 
1055. Find someone to dance with 
1056. Be a vampire 
1057. Make it snow on the audience from the balcony 
1058. Wrap up a package of air and try to sell it to an audience member 
1059. Speak in a fake accent 
1060. Read a page out loud from the Tao De Ching 
1061. Put the task box back on the table 
1062. Give birth on the stairs 
1063. Pretend that someone is stalking you. Go around the room, asking people for protection 
1064. Find a friend and exchange shoes 
1065. Put bubble wrap on your face and make sounds 
1066. Call me Ishmael 
1067. Dance around singing, “I like to move it move it” and get everyone to do it with you (only task 
people) 
1068. Sit in the task table/fort. Try and get everyone to leave and see how long you can stay like that 
1069. Tell Rachel to get out of the fort 
1070. Make another “T” for the “TASK” or now it’s “ASK” sign 
1071. Put the weird pipe cleaner wand on the task table to good use 
1072. Cut down the canopy around the task table 
1073. Sing shout! 
1074. Star gaze 



1075. Build a fort, decorate it with anything and everything green. Only let green people in. 
1076. Bless people (6 people) by blowing lightly on their foreheads 
1077. Get everyone in the room to chant, “Yes we can!” 
1078. Pretend to be asleep. When someone walks by, grab them. 
1079. Create a forcefield around yourself. When anyone enters it, freak out. 
1080. Co-ordinate a group clean up – let’s end at 4PM. 
1081. Take the purple and green fort down 
1082. Assassinate Luke  
1083. Enjoy color!!! 
1084. Don’t let anyone put anything into the task box/take anything out. Make them give it to you, 
because you’re the only one allowed to handle it. 
1085. Make a spaceship 
1086. Play a CD loud 
1087. Make it obvious that you’re watching someone write a task 
1088. Overthrow the taskmaster 
1089. Write a task to take home – something that needs to be done there that you’ve been putting off! 
1090. Tell the audience member with the yellow taped legs how lucky he is. 
1091. Sing a love song to someone 
1092. Blow kisses at the task master 
1093. Make a kite and fly it 
1094. Find Luke and interview him about being president 
1095. Give someone a plastic peanut and tell them to pass it on…and on…and on…and 
1096. Tell everyone you are Luke and you won the election 
1097. Swim against the tide 
1098. Pray 
1099. Use me in a game  
1100. Disco party – get everybody to dance 
1101. Walk up and down the stage steps 20 times 
1102. Stuff something in someone’s pocket 
1103. Be the grim reaper 
1104. Get someone to take your picture 
1105. Be an irresponsible mom 
1106. Start a candy store by making 5 different jars of candy and sell candy to as many people as you can 
in 2 minutes (sold 22) 
1107. Pretend to be a celebrity 
1108. Have a prom 
1109. Wrap up an audience member with bubble wrap and laugh at them 
1110. Give someone a beard 
1111. Roll around in bubble wrap 
1112. Be a leader 
1113. Vote for Luke 
1114. You’re an assassin. Tell everyone that they are dead and make them lie down. Find the policeman 
before he finds you 
1115. Fit as many people as you can into Amanda’s forts I and II 
1116. Very loudly say – “No, I will not make out with you!” 
1117. Dress to impress 
1118. Make yourself into a letter 
1119. Make a cocoon, become a butterfly 
1120. Use the chalk near Amanda’s fort II to make a castle 
1121. Make a new religion that worships someone in this room 
1122. Write doodle on JT’s back 



1123. Be Santa and get people to sit on your lap 
1124. Get on stage and freestyle 
1125. Find the white thing, then label a yellow thing 
1126. Make someone an awesome bowtie, aka me (JT) 
1127. Put a sash/belt on 5 people 
1128. Get new hair! 
1129. Form a pack of unicorns, unicorn master 
1130. Introduce yourself Ardie 
1131. Hidden blue markers 
1132. Sit on stage and call out 5 names and say, “where are you” 
1133. Play basketball with 5 people 
1134. Start a riverdance squad 
1135. Get the room silent! 
1136. Act dead 
1137. Scoot around on your butt for one minute 
1138. Tell people they are doing their tasks wrong and offer criticism 
1139. Kiss a frog  
1140. Make a Trojan horse 
1141. Compliment someone doing an awful job.  
1142. Find a kid to help you make a necklace.  
1143. Find three other people and have a three-minute debate about cookies 
1144. Introduce your self to Kelly and give her a hug. 
1145. Go “WOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO” 
1146. Don’t take no for an answer 
1147. Use toilet paper to make a hat for an audience member 
1148. Create an optical illusion 
1149. Make a water hole for cattle 
1150. Tell five people that you are batman 
1151. Use green bubble wrap to cushion a chair for an audience member.  
1152. Hug the first person you met today.  
1153. Free the man with the yellow taped legs.  
1154. Don’t make me come over there.  
1155. Get five people to make paper airplanes and see whose can fly the farthest.  
1156. Wrap up as many people as you can with cellophane  
1157. Put on some music.  
1158. Put the markers in the box 
1159. Make a happy meal (box plus toy included) for the oldest person in the room 
1160. Sing a song NOW 
1161. WOW out 
1162. Get everyone to be excited and lively again!!! 
1163. Go to a guy and ask him to explain how football is played 
1164. Fill up the large trash bin with trash 
1165. Make a space capsule that you will rock to the moon in then announce the lift off ect. 
1166. Spread germs and then take them back 
1167. Confess your secrets to the divine chief on stage 
1168. Help someone 
1169. Have everyone create a Spears video 
1170. You are the tooth fairy. Ask people for teeth.  
1171. Oh GOSH DARNIT, I forgot what I was going to write. Make your own task in life? 
1172. Put on a wizard hat and turn three people into frogs1173. Proclaim at the top of your lungs that the 
world is going to end and everyone needs to go underground 



1174. Find the lampshade.  
1175. Make the elfe tower.  
1176. Ice skate through the room 
1177. Make a carnival stand 
1178. Sing the ABCs twice 
1179. Find the hole punch and punch holes out of stuff 
1180. Claim all the chairs that are not already part of a task structure for yourself and gather them around 
the task writing table. Even those people are sitting in.  
1181. Compliment someone who completed a task you came up with 
1182. Make a necklace out of tape and toilet paper.  
1183. Yell down the air duct.  
1184. Ask the kid in the yellow green hat if he has any popsicles and if not where you could find some. 
Ask him lots. 
1185. Forget 
1186. This is a mask party. Wear a mask. 
1187. Add more features to the hanging man on the stage with paint or markers.  
1188. Find the blue spotted frog and kiss him.  
1189. Attach the task box to the top of one of the wooden poles of the task table so it cannot be taken 
down.  
1190. Count to one hundred by fives standing on one foot 
1191. Hide a boom box with music playing.  
1192. Look for change in someone’s pocket 
1193. Pour the markers out of the box.  
1194. Get people to do snow angels in all the debris 
1195. Turn the music up 
1196. Pretend you are doing a task 
1197. Pretend to be a dragon 
1198. Make a fancy belt out of bubble wrap 
1199. Make all of the task people get in formation and do jumping jacks 
1200. Make a map of the task space and hang it up on the wall. 
1201. Be a cold 
1202. This is now a mask event. Wear a mask. 
1203. Kidnap someone  
1204. Wear the lampshade on your head 
1205. At precisely 4:30 begin stomping wildly. Put this back in the box 
1206. Encourage others to do the same.  
1207. Give someone a [peace sign] of mind.  
1208. Move the task box back  
1209. Don’t talk for the next ten minutes 
1210. Get five others and hop 
1211. Ask the cop if she is part of the smurf family. 
1212. Go play with the baby playing with the balloon. 
1213. Play tic-tac-toe.  
1214. Trade clothing with somebody.  
1215. Find a pair of shoes on stage and wear them. And walk around the room 2x 
1216. Since this is now a mask party make every member wear a mask. 
1217. Yell “Jesus gave me a high five”  
1218. Unite everyone’s shoes stealthily 
1219. Find a shrine and make a ritual to pray to it 
1220. Sit in the center of the table. Just sit. Talk to people 
1221. Make something really pretty 



1222. Try again 
1223. Share a memory from today with someone 
1224. Become a ninja 
1225. Make a mask 
1226. Make yourself round and roll 
1227. Make a parachute 
1228. Guess someone’s age until you get it right 
1229. Dress up as a witch doctor and cure someone from a voodoo poisonous jungle spider disease.  
1230. LOL 
1231. Remember 
1232. This is now a mask party. Wear a mask 
1233. Introduce yourself to Sophie 
1234. Get five people to do yoga 
1235. Pretend you just got here and ask Oliver what to do 
1236. This is now a mask event. Wear a mask 
1237. Make a sailboat and sail away.  
1238. Ride around the stage on your magical pony 
1239. Run your mouth 
1240. Be a snowflake 
1241. Sell someone the Brooklyn Bridge 
1242. Use the brown paper 
1243. Read or write a book 
1244. Make a city 
1245. Create an oasis and lounge in it.  
1246. Get your picture taken with someone’s child 
1247. Be a frog 
1248. Mess with people’s minds 
1249. Pitch a product to someone 
1250. Be a duck 
1251. Start crying because you don’t want task to end.  
1252. Make a huge pair of lips and wear them.  
1253. Riot 
1254. Be a landmark and have someone guess which one 
1255. Make a third fort with a ladder 
1256. Make something with straws 
1257. Change the task now mask sign to say a different word 
1258. Get four people to get in the boat. Chairs and saran wrap. Now sing row row your boat in a round 
1259. Make it snow with this paper.  
1260. Wear a disguise to the mask ball in Venice.  
1261. Make bubble wrap pants and wear them. 
1262. Hide in a box and sneak around 
1263. Growl at Ian 
1264. Pick up things and throw them around 
1265. Play in debris as if leaves 
1266. Pick up loads of peanuts and put them near the vents so they go flying 
1267. Propose to Oliver.  
1268. Find the big T that is missing from the stage 
1269. Make a birdhouse to hang from the task wire 
1270. Get a group of 5 people together. Have them start jumping up and down ten times and secretly on 
the sixth just you stop and walk away like nothing happened. Tee hee 
1271. Go around and sound warning about people wearing the masks. It better be good 



1272. Do the chicken dance 
1273. You are a monkey. Make a chain of them.  
1274. Thank Oliver 
1275. This is now a mask event. Wear a mask 
1276. Make a horse shoe game and play with someone. 
1277. Freak out 
1278. Freak out 
1279. Be a vampire and bite people 
1280. Make prom invitations and hand them out 
1281. Make each person something to remember task by 
1282. Thank you for the wonderful task 
1283. Do the hula 
1284. Twirl a baton 
1285. Teach a class 
1286. Recite the alphabet backwards out loud 
1287. Hide in Amanda’s fort and pop out and scare people 
1288. Create Frankenstein  
1289. Tell everyone they did a great job.  
1290. Pump the energy 
1291. Make a piñata 
1292. You are a flying horse go find Apollo and ride his chariot across the sky or the sun will not rise in 
the morning 
1293. Shake hands like a politician and thank everyone for tasking with you today 
1294. Make rabbit ears and wear them 
1295. Clean something 
1296. Slide around 
1297. Pretend to do something unethical 
1298. Scuba dive! 
1299. Don’t stop dancing until the end on the table 
1300. Squash a human ladybug 
1301. Play tag with someone for five minutes 
1302. Take old tasks X them out so we can write on the other sides again 
1303. It’s a mask party. Make a mask and put this back 
1304. Paint two masterpieces, protect it as if it were so.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


